WINTER
MILLION
BETTING GUIDE
Saturday 22 January, Lingfield

THE INAUGURAL WINTER MILLION
Forming part of the inaugural Winter Million, Saturday’s All-Weather card at Lingfield
Park showcases the brand new £100,000 Coral Winter Oaks, plus six other highly
competitive contests, offering big fields and plenty of betting value for players.

RACE 1

RACE 2

RACE 3

RACE 4

READ KATIE WALSH
ON BETWAY INSIDER
HANDICAP 1m2f

BETWAY HANDICAP
1m4f

MANSIONBETPROUD
PARTNERS OF THE
AWC HANDICAP 1m

PLAY CORAL RACINGSUPER-SERIES FOR
FREE HANDICAP 6F

PRIZE MONEY

PRIZE MONEY

PRIZE MONEY

PRIZE MONEY

RACE 5

RACE 6

RACE 7

BETWAY NOVICE
STAKES 6f

CORAL WINTER OAKS
FILLIES’ HANDICAP
1m2f

MANSIONBET BEATEN
BY A HEAD HANDICAP
7f

PRIZE MONEY

PRIZE MONEY

PRIZE MONEY

£14,800

£13,600

£50,000

£100,000

£30,000

£14,800

£14,800

JOCKEYS
TO WATCH

Jockey

Runs

Wins

Strike Rate

Profit/Loss

Hollie Doyle

530

86

16%

-21.28

David Probert

584

77

13%

+21.85

Tom Marquand

479

73

15%

+47.72

(to a £1 stake)

Last five years, correct as of 01/20/2022

trainers

Roger Varian

TO WATCH

Trainer

Runs

Wins

Strike Rate

Profit/Loss

Mark Johnston

359

74

21%

+10.41

Archie Watson

308

65

21%

-18.16

Roger Varian

114

32

28%

+14.91

(to a £1 stake)

Last five years, correct as of 01/20/2022
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EXPERT TIPS
FROM SIMON MAPLETOFT

Sky Sports Racing and attheraces.com’s All-Weather
expert gives his analysis and selections for Saturday.

RACE 2 – ACED IT

RACE 3 – MOBASHR

RACE 6 - UMM HURAIR

Trainer Camilla Poulton has
only saddled three winners
on the Flat but can stake a
bold bid to claim her biggest
ever success with ACED IT in
this contest.

Marco Botti’s booking of top
jockey Ryan Moore could
prove significant for the
progressive MOBASHR.

UMM HURAIR can get
the new father and son
partnership of Roger and
Harry Charlton off to a
perfect start by winning the
£100,000 Coral Winter Oaks.

The six-year-old only
just failed to win a good
handicap at Kempton in
November, doing all his best
work in the closing stages
over a trip short of his best,
and with a solid horse back
in third.
Aced It can be forgiven his
latest blip in Listed company
but can be competitive at
potentially rewarding odds
back in a handicap over his
optimum trip.
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Nicely berthed in stall six,
Mobashr has won three of
his last four starts, including
a better grade handicap over
course and distance on New
Year’s Eve off just a 2lb lower
mark.
The biggest threat is James
Ferguson’s promising
DIDEROT, a pricey purchase
out of Ger Lyons’ yard who
won on debut for new
connections at last week.

She has been a revelation
around Wolverhampton
this winter, winning all three
starts and improving her
rating from 67 to 90 in the
process.
Saturday’s greater test of
stamina on such a sharp
trick could prove ideal. She
only seemed to find top gear
inside the final furlong last
time and can defy her latest
10lb rise in the hands of Ryan
Moore despite a wider than
ideal draw in stall 10.

JOCKEY IN FOCUS

DANIEL
MUSCUTT
Enjoying a fantastic campaign and sitting fifth in this
season’s All-Weather Championships jockeys’ title,
Daniel Muscutt guides you through the pick of his
chances at Lingfield Park on Saturday.

Viola (Race 6)

“

She’s a very straightforward mare
who loves Lingfield, where we’ve
won twice together. You can put
her anywhere in a race, so she’s
tactically very adaptable. I’ve ridden
her twice at home in the past week
am very happy with her.

”

Diderot (Race 3)

“

It was a late decision to put him in
this race – he’s a highly strung horse
who may need more time between
runs - but I can see why this race was
an option. Although he won easily
last time, he’s open to plenty of
improvement and is an exciting ride.
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”

GUIDE TO LINGFIELD PARK
By Classic-winning jockey and Sky Sports Racing presenter Jason Weaver

1m 2f all-weather start is a tough
“ Lingfield’s
one, very draw-dependent. The same is true
of the 5f and 6f starts. I always think it’s a
track that lends itself to riding in the ‘third
wave’. In races over 1m, for example, the
first wave will go with maybe 5f left, round
the initial turn, while the second wave will
kick into the home straight. The third wave
usually attacks at the 1f pole and
often comes out best. You don’t
want to be way out of your ground,
but patience can pay.

”

5f
6f
2m

7f
1m

N

1m4f

1m2f

Lingfield’s left-handed all-weather track is laid out inside the turf track and,
measuring just less than a mile and a quarter round, is essentially sharp in
nature. This, along with how the races often pan out ensures that stamina is
rarely at a premium and strong-travelling types with a turn of foot are often
favoured. For nearly half its length, the round course is flat, then rising to the
summit of a slight hill after which there is a downhill turn to the straight.
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